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Abstract: Models of technical systems are an essential means in design and product-development
processes. A large share of technical systems, or at least subsystems, are directly or indirectly
connected with the generation or transformation of energies. In design science, elaborated modelling
approaches were developed for different levels of product concretization, for instance, requirement
models and function models, which support innovation and new product-development processes,
as well as for energy-generating or -transforming systems. However, on one product-concretization
level, the abstract level that describes the physical behavior, research is less mature, and an overview
of the approaches, their respective advantages, and the connection possibilities between them and
other modelling forms is difficult to achieve. This paper proposes a novel discussion structure
based on modelling perspectives and digital-engineering frameworks. In this structure, current
approaches are described and illustrated on the basis of an example of a technical system, a wind
turbine. The approaches were compared, and their specific advantages were elaborated. It is a central
conclusion that all perspectives could contribute to holistic product modelling. Consequently,
combination and integration possibilities were discussed as well. Another contribution is the
derivation of future research directions in this field; these were derived both from the identification of
“white spots” and the most promising modelling approaches.
Keywords: abstract physics; behavior modelling; wind turbines; control engineering; design
engineering

1. Introduction
Today, the general consensus is that the early stages of product development are essential [1–3].
Changes in advanced stages can be avoided through systematic and structured procedure schemes,
and through the application of efficient methods and tools that aim at raising the knowledge of
the system at the beginning of development to a higher level [4]. However, a widely accepted
methodology with computational support for these stages, which is applied in industrial practice,
does not yet exist [1]. Consequently, design and control engineers are challenged with undocumented
considerations and decisions, incompatible modelling languages, unclear and incomplete interfaces,
redundant work, and non-value-adding data-transformation activities. This leads, on the one hand, to
product-development processes that lack efficiency, and, on the other hand, to suboptimal solutions
for technical systems to be developed. Today, the early stages of requirement management [5,6]
and function modelling [7,8] are well-researched, but this research that is concerning the modelling
possibilities on an intermediate level is much less mature, which links these two description modes
to concrete product geometry, material, and structure. A general need for a description of abstract
physics was identified in 1965 by Atkin [9]. Research presented in this paper is based on the
hypothesis that an efficient and effective approach for modelling the physical behavior of technical
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systems on an abstract level could help engineers to synthesize innovative, reliable, and safe solutions.
The respective research question is formulated in the next subsection.
1.1. Research-Question Development
The general consensus in design science is that the description levels of function, behavior,
and structure can be distinguished [10]. As stated above, powerful methods and tools are available
today that allow a holistic digital description on the functional [7] and structural level. However, on the
intermediate level of behavior, no holistic digital approach has arrived in industrial practice. It is very
important for engineers to be familiar with the behavior and physical cause–effect thinking, and to know
properties and possible applications of physical phenomena since the central functions of most technical
systems are physically realized [11]. During the last few decades, several models, methods, and tools
were proposed that address this important level. Some of these concentrate on the rather qualitative
exploration and synthesis of chains of physical phenomena, others on quantitative simulations of
behavior (analytical, logical, statistical, and numerical), and others on interfaces between function
carriers. Relatively few research activities are concentrated on a combination of the perspectives and
the integration of industrial companies in digital processes, and the results have not yet been applied in
industrial practice. This leads to the central research question of this paper: what the current status is of
modelling approaches and engineering frameworks that allow to capture physical-phenomenon chains,
behavior simulation, control design, and interfaces between function carriers, as well as to connect those
to product and process structures, and to integrate them in digital product-development processes.
1.2. Scientfic Contribution
The unique contribution of this paper from a scientific point of view is the collection, evaluation,
and comparison of ontologies and modelling techniques that enable improved and integrated analysis,
and synthesis on the layer that describes the abstract physical realization of functions of a technical
system. All modelling perspectives and engineering frameworks are explained on the basis of
a common example, a wind turbine. The aim was not the development of a conclusive answer on
in which manner with which models the abstract physical behavior of technical systems should be
modelled for enabling efficient and effective system-development processes, and efficient, effective,
safe, and reliable production and operation of these technical systems. The unique contribution is
in-depth analysis of languages, modelling approaches, and frameworks, and identification of their
specific merits and limitations. This analysis led to an overview of existing approaches, and resulted in
a summary of perspectives and important aspects. Analysis results explain integration necessities and
approaches, and consequently present a structure and promising areas for future research.
1.3. Paper Structure
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides a background on abstract physics. Section 3
concentrates on different modelling perspectives on this level of product concretization. The integration
of these perspectives in an engineering framework are the topic of Section 4. Section 5 formulates
desirable future research activities and concludes the paper.
2. Abstract Physics—Background
For many decades, design science has developed abstract product models and a distinction of
product models on the basis of their level of abstraction (compare with Ehrlenspiel and Meerkamm [11],
Lindemann [12], Pahl et al. [13], Ponn and Lindemann [14]); today, a four-level distinction is generally
agreed upon (sometimes the most abstract level, requirements, is not explicitly included, but its
existence is not challenged). The four-level distinction is illustrated in Figure 1.
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and numerical behavior models; an interface-oriented perspective that describes physical
contacts and connectors; a logic-oriented perspective, primarily used for reliability and safety
analyses; and a control-oriented perspective, employing actor–plant sensor models and state-space
representations. An explanation and discussion of abstract-physical-modelling approaches that are
based on these perspectives is the content of the next section.
3. Modelling Perspectives of Abstract Physics
For analysis and synthesis of abstract physics, five perspectives can be found in the literature and
clearly distinguished: phenomenon-, a behavior-, logic-, control-, and interface-oriented perspectives.
3.1. Phenomenon-Oriented Perspective
Several years ago, design science proposed the consideration of abstract physics in the form of the
physical effects (elementary demarcated physical phenomena) and effect chains or networks that are
composed of the elementary physical phenomena. In this context, physical effects are understood as
elementary definable physical phenomena that can be described on the basis of conservation laws (mass,
energy, linear momentum, and angular momentum-conservation law) and equilibrium laws (force
and moment equilibrium) by means of their relationships with each other [11]. The occupation with
physical effects is recommended for fostering a better and deeper understanding of technical systems
and for developing innovative solutions that use different physical principles [11]. Engineers need to be
familiar with the main physical cause-and-effect chains of the product under development. Engineers
should know the application possibilities of physical effects, and their limitations. An additional
positive effect of this occupation with the physical background is that a solution search with physical
effects can dissolve mental blocks [11]. Stetter and Niedermeier [15] analyzed innovative breakthrough
products and concluded that such products in most cases rely on different physical principles. In the
same direction, Wulf [16] formulated the insight that a discursive, hierarchical search for solutions that
includes the level functions and physical structure probably leads to good design.
Analysis and synthesis of physical structures using physical effects can be explained using the
example of a wind turbine. A very important subfunction is “change speed”, which means to increase
the angular velocity from the rotor shaft to the generator because generators with a higher angular
velocity can be smaller and more efficient. Two possible physical effects to realize this subfunction are
shown in the lower part of Figure 3.
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pumps and motors or hybrid transmissions are also being investigated [17,18]. Obviously, the choice of
the optimal physical effect and the synthesis of the physical structure strongly depend on the specific
requirements of the given application case.
Nearly a decade ago, analysis of physical effects was expanded in order to include uncertainties
in the form of disturbances [19]. It is possible to define robustness ratios of the physical effects on the
basis of known disturbances, and one may evaluate and compare different solution possibilities of
a subfunction concerning their respective robustness. In the area of computational design synthesis
(CDS), Helms [20] realized an integration of phenomenon-oriented abstract physics in the form of
physical effects by creating a method to automate the transfer of formerly paper-based engineering
knowledge about physical effects into a computable representation.
Lang [4] developed the idea to reduce technical systems to such an extent that physical effects
were as isolated as possible and could be empirically analyzed under clearly defined conditions.
He found that analysis and understanding of physical effects can be a decisive factor for principal
investigations. According to Lang [4], these investigations can be empirical analyses in the early phases
of a product-development process that are intended to quantitatively describe physical phenomena. It
is a central characteristic of such principal investigations that real processes are reduced to isolated
physical principles or effects. On the same level of abstraction is the contribution of Wagner [21], who
described a synthesis process including physical effects for the realization of function integration in
technical systems.
For all complex technical systems, more than one physical effect is needed, and the physical
effects need to be combined to physical-effect chains or networks (a network, in contrast to a chain,
allows, among others, feedback loops that are possible in physical systems). A physical-effect
chain describing the blade pitch-angle-adjustment system of a wind turbine is shown in Figure 4
(phenomenon-oriented
perspective).
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function–behavior–structure (FBS) ontology [10], which is essentially a design ontology that can
describe designed artefacts. FBS consists of three fundamental constructs, function (F), behavior (B),
and structure (S). The construct function represents the objective of the artefact (for what the artefact
is). The construct behavior describes the attributes of the artefact, which are either derived from its
structure (what the artefact does) or expected behavior (what the artefact should do). The definition of
this construct in the literature does not include notions such as operation, process, or physical effects;
the explanations and examples clearly indicate that this kind of concept could also be appropriate to
describe phenomena on this abstraction level. The last construct structure stands for the components
of a technical system and their relationships (of what the artefact consists); this construct clearly
corresponds to the concrete realization of the technical system.
Generally, the intended level of abstraction can be understood as a level describing the physical
behavior of a technical system, i.e., its intended or actual performance for realizing certain functions.
Many physical phenomena can be described by means of analytic equations (linear and nonlinear
equations); however, abstraction and simplification from actual physical behavior are usually necessary.
For instance, the circumferential speed of the rotor of a wind turbine can be derived from the number
of revolutions in a certain time interval using the following equation.
vc = 2 · π · r · nr

(1)

where vc stands for circumferential speed, r for rotor radius, and nr for the number of revolutions in
a certain time interval. In an engineering context, frequently differential or partial differential equations
are used, such as the governing differential equation of motion for the transverse vibration of the tower
of a wind turbine [22,23].
!
∂2 η
∂2 η
∂2
ρA 2 = 2 EI 2 + f ( y, t),
(2)
∂t
∂y
∂y
where ρ stands for air density, A for cross-sectional area of the tower, η is the transverse displacement
coordinate, y the vertical coordinate measured from the tower base, E the Young’s modulus of the
tower, I the second moment of area of the tower, and f is a function describing the wave and wind load.
In current engineering practice, numerical modelling and analysis techniques are very often employed.
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Current examples concern the simulation of wind turbines with hydraulic transmission systems [24],
of wind-turbine-blade vibration [25], of the drive train of a wind turbine [26], and of the aeroelastic
behavior of wind-turbine blades [27]. In this research area, Chu et al. [28] performed comparative
analysis of appropriate identification methods concerning the mechanical dynamics of wind turbines.
In the area of research concerning the planning and operation of power systems, Li et al. [29] proposed
a planning model and a new objective function for maximizing the accommodation of renewable
energy, and provided an extensive literature review in this research area. Needless to say, due to the
enormous importance of wind turbines in the scope of renewable-energy generation, numerous further
research activities could be identified. Besides the large number of research directions, powerful
possibilities for behavior modelling already exist; prominent examples are finite-element analysis (FEA)
and analysis of multibody systems (MBS). Usually, these possibilities require concrete geometrical
and physical parameters. Topology optimization systems [30] also incorporate certain kinds of
physical-behavior modelling to synthesize optimized structures. Important examples for behavior
modelling are also Modelica or MATLAB/Simulink (The MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts, MA,
USA); several commercial software products enable behavioral descriptions of technical systems that
are based on Modelica (e.g., Dymola (Dassault Systèmes, Vélizy-Villacoublay, France), Simcenter
Amesim (Siemens PLM Software, Plano, Texas, USA, MapleSim (Maplesoft, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada),
Wolfram SystemModeler (Wolfram Research, Champaign, Illinois, USA), Modelon (Modelon AB, Lund,
Sweden) and SimulationX (ESI ITI GmbH, Dresden, Germany). These tools allow the development of
complex simulation models (compare with, e.g., Fritzson [31]). Despite their convincing performance
and versatility, these simulation systems do not provide holistic links to the requirements and functions
of a technical system, and require concrete geometrical and physical parameters. An advanced solution
for the integration between graph-based languages and behavior modelling in the form of continuous
mechanics was proposed by Vogel [32]; main emphasis was also on concrete geometry and advanced
analyses of this geometry. An initial modelling approach for effect chains on the behavior level was
proposed by Chamas and Paetzold [1].
In the field of computational-design synthesis (CDS), approaches to connect requirements,
functions, structural parameters, and behavioral-performance evaluation have already been proposed.
These approaches are based on bond-graph-based simulation models for performance evaluations on
the behavioral level [33]; they are discussed in detail in Section 4.2.
We can be concluded that a behavior-oriented perspective on abstract physics that allows analytical
and numerical simulation and optimization plays an enormous role in research and industrial practices.
This perspective can also be connected to the early approach towards describing abstract physics by
Atkin [9].
3.3. Interface-Oriented Perspective
On a similar level of abstraction, the research group of Albers proposed the contact and connector
approach (C&C2 –A). This approach allows analysis of interfaces and physical structures within
technical systems [34,35]. An example, for the ball contact in the main bearing of a wind turbine, is
shown in Figure 6.
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271
well as external effects for the connectors to the environment. In this approach, an effect network is
272
described that stores, transforms, and exchanges inputs and outputs that may be energy, material,
Figure
6and
depicts
force flow (described as energy because, in many flow-oriented function models,
273
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external
effects for the connectors to the environment. In this approach, an effect network is
3.4. Logic-Oriented Perspective
described that stores, transforms, and exchanges inputs and outputs that may be energy, material, and
information flows. However, the inclusion and description of demarcated physical phenomena are not
explicitly addressed. The distinctive advantage of this perspective is that it allows detailed analyses of
effect surfaces and interactions that are not included in the other perspectives.
3.4. Logic-Oriented Perspective
Due to the complexity of modern technical systems, it is a major challenge to ensure their reliability.
In order to estimate the reliability of a complex system, an accurate reliability model of the system
needs to be developed [36]. Gausemeier et al. [37] emphasized that the information provided by the
abstract physical solution is useful for supporting procedures for analyzing the reliability of systems
to be developed. Complex technical systems require reliability-analysis methods and tools that can
be applied in the early engineering phase of conceptual design in order to enable the detection of
failures at an early stage, and to avoid time-consuming and costly iteration loops [38]. Models used in
safety analysis (compare with [39,40]) are, in general, similar to the ones applied for reliability analysis.
Very often, the models for these two areas describe logical relationships because nearly all systems
dispose of redundant elements, of which the influence on safety and reliability needs to be explored in
a logical manner. The reliability of wind turbines is a major issue because maintenance and replacement
activities are time-consuming and can even be dangerous. The logical-modelling perspective is
explained using a rather simple system, a redundant wind sensor. The common modelling approach is
a logical fault tree that represents a superordinate system with its subsystems. This tree can connect
the fault possibilities of the subsystems or components to the fault possibility of the superordinate
system. A fault tree with main connection elements AND and OR is shown in Figure 7 (left).
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with
elements can be shown in a logical fault tree and then analyzed in multiple ways, e.g., for reliability
312
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modelling
[43]
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313
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similar
intention
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systems [48],
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the of principle
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phase [49].concerns the stochastic [45] or
solutions,
may be
fault products
causes in[46].
Current
research
data-driven [36] generation of reliability models because current systems include hardware and
software with complex interactions that are becoming increasingly difficult to model. Further research
activities explore the reliability of interdependent networks with cascading failures [47], load-sharing
failure-based reliability analysis for parallel systems [48], and frameworks for analyzing and modelling
the failure behavior of cognitive products in the conceptual design phase [49].
To conclude, the logical perspective offers distinct advantages and a unique view on the technical
system, not only on which physical phenomena the system should perform, but also which it will
perform in the case of unintended behavior of subsystems and components.
3.5. Control-Oriented Perspective
Today, nearly all technical systems dispose of control systems that are, in general, based on
some sensing of the systems and some corrective activity. In control engineering, it was found
advantageous to describe theses control elements; commonly, a system perspective is employed that
distinguishes actuators, the process itself, sensors, and controller(s). In recent times, additional entities
were added that allowed fault accommodation: a fault-diagnosis block, analytic redundancy (based on
mathematical models of the process, the actuator(s), and/or sensor(s)), and elements that allow the
redesign of the controller in the case of a fault. This kind of modern control-system model is shown
using the example of a wind turbine in Figure 8; compare with [41,50].
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fa denotes the actuator fault vector, fs denotes the sensor fault vector, w1,2 stand for disturbance vectors,
A is the state matrix, B is the input matrix, C is the output matrix, Cf is the output matrix for sensor
faults, and W1,2 denote disturbance-distribution matrices. For a wind turbine, a state vector based on a
reduced-order model (compare with [51]) may be formulated for certain kinds of generators as
x := (x1 , x2 , x3 )T = (ω, udc , β)T ∈ R3 ,

(5)

where ω stands for the angular velocity of the generator (this is usually proportional to the angular
velocity of the wind turbine), udc for DC-link voltage, and β for the pitch angle. Control input
vector u may consist of reference signals, such as reference blade pitch angle βref . Actuator faults,
such as a jammed-blade pitch-angle-adjustment system, are expressed in actuator fault vector fa ,
and sensor faults (such as a wind-speed sensor deviation caused, e.g., by friction) are expressed in
sensor-fault vector fs . When transferred to discrete time (often done for simulation purposes using
certain discretization techniques such as Euler discretization), the following set of equations form the
system description.
x(k+1) = Ak xk + Bk uk + Bk fa,k + W1 w1,k ,
(6)
yk = Ck xk + C f ,k fs,k + W2 w2,k .

(7)
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Obviously, typical degradation behavior as shown in Figure 10 can also be understood as a
physical-behavior model because, during degradation in a defective phase, physical behavior
changes. Ultimately, the prognosis step aims at the prediction of the health of a product (compare
with [52,53]). For this prediction, it is possible to process information describing prior use, current
state, and past, present, and future environmental conditions. The enormous importance of
degradation processes has led to numerous research efforts. These efforts aim at predicting the
remaining useful life (RUL) or, synonymously, the estimated time to failure (ETTF), and at
developing approaches that determine if technical systems exhibit clear indicators for degradation.
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Obviously, typical degradation behavior as shown in Figure 10 can also be understood as
a physical-behavior model because, during degradation in a defective phase, physical behavior
changes. Ultimately, the prognosis step aims at the prediction of the health of a product (compare
with [52,53]). For this prediction, it is possible to process information describing prior use, current state,
and past, present, and future environmental conditions. The enormous importance of degradation
processes has led to numerous research efforts. These efforts aim at predicting the remaining useful
life (RUL) or, synonymously, the estimated time to failure (ETTF), and at developing approaches that
determine if technical systems exhibit clear indicators for degradation. In this research, clear distinction
is proposed between a fault (a deviation of a property from the usual condition [54] without serious
consequences, such as system shut-down) and a failure (a catastrophic event [50]). In many cases, it is
possible to derive failure thresholds from a system’s functional requirements [6] or from models of
product functions [55].
A further research area relying on the control-oriented perspective concerns the fault tolerance
of technical systems. In complex and networked technical systems, errors can never be completely
avoided, so the lack of fault tolerance can lead to enormous losses, so the development of effective
methods to increase fault tolerance is an essential and challenging research topic [56]. In the application
field of turbines, several research groups aim at increasing fault tolerance. For instance, Habibi et al. [57]
proposed an adaptive fault-tolerant neural-based control design considering unknown wind speeds.
The control-oriented perspective offers insights and possibilities that other perspective cannot.
The control-oriented perspective enables and supports the control of technical systems itself, stability
analyses, controller design, the accommodation of faults, and many similar tasks. Current expansions
of this perspective also include changed physical behavior caused by degradation; obviously, this topic
is connected with the reliability and safety aspects of the logical perspective, but integrated modelling
approaches are still to be developed. The control-oriented perspective is gaining importance in the
age of ubiquitous computing—even relatively small subsystems can sense their environment, adapt
their behavior, communicate with other subsystems and, through this, contribute to system-spanning
planning and control endeavors, as well as systemwide fault detection and identification. The inclusion
of RUL aspects allows planning and control activities that prolong the system functionality of
a supersystem, e.g., if it is possible to reduce the load on already degrading subsystems.
3.6. Summary
Concluding Section 3, which investigated five different perspectives of abstract physics, all of the
perspectives have their unique merits and offer information content that is not present in the models of
other perspectives. The perspectives are compared in Table 1.
Table 1. Overview of modelling perspectives.
Perspective

Characterization

Specific Merit

Phenomenon-oriented perspective

Describes demarcated physical
phenomena

Supports deeper understanding
and breakthrough innovations

Behavior-oriented perspective

Quantitatively describes behavior
based on analytical and numerical
mathematics

Supports simulation and
optimization

Interface-oriented perspective

Describes how surfaces and
support structures realize
technical function

Supports detailed analyses of
effect surfaces and interactions

Logic-oriented perspective

Describes logical relationships that
determine reliability and safety

Supports analyses of
unintended-behavior possibilities

Control-oriented perspective

Describes potential for and
activities of a control system

Supports development of complex
control systems including
fault-tolerant control
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A holistic-model-based engineering framework needs to include elements of all five perspectives,
and existing approaches that aim at integrating the models may lead to this framework; these are
discussed in the subsequent section.
4. Integration of Perspectives
Holistic development processes of technical systems require the introduction of high-level
integrated design methods, and early design phases, such as conceptual design and system modelling,
play important roles [58]. Consequently, the integration of several perspectives of abstract physics is
desirable. Several research activities address this challenge, and a conscious selection is investigated in
this section.
4.1. Expansion of Integrated-Function-Modelling Framework
The main focus of the integrated-function-modelling (IFM) framework is on more abstract-level
function [7]. Holistic functional analysis of systems or subsystems is enabled through this framework;
an example from a wind turbine is the subsystem that adjusts the pitch angle of the blades, and it is
shown in Figure 11.
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lower speed). Other elements of the IFM are the interaction view (lower-left corner Figure 11), the actor
view (lower-right corner Figure 11), and the process-flow view (upper-right corner Figure 11). It is
obvious that the connection of functions and flows of operand energy and signal are clarified in this
model. This framework already considers effects that can be applied in order to realize functions [7],
i.e., the IFM includes the so-called effect view (Figure 12).
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often unstructured solutions are explored [61]. CDS is researched since several years (a good overview
of earlier approaches can be found in [62]). A far-reaching approach in the area of CDS was reported
by Wölkl and Shea [63], who developed a computational product model in system modelling language
(SysML, based on unified modelling language) for conceptual design, which also included abstract
physics. For behavior modelling, four diagrams of SysML can, in general, be employed: the activity,
sequence, state-machine, and use-case diagrams. These diagrams, together with other important
diagrams of SysML (compare with [63]), are shown in Figure 13.
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The scheme shown in Figure 14 is based on so-called abstraction ports. These ports were
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shown
in Figure
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is based
onofso-called
abstraction
ports.
These
ports
were proposed
477 scheme
proposed
because
the current
of reuse
design knowledge
is, among
others,
caused
by the
because the current lack of reuse of design knowledge is, among others, caused by the heterogeneity
of numerous knowledge sources and calls for the development of means that makes it possible to
systematically express and classify physical effects at a uniform layer of abstraction [20]. This means
could bridge the gap between function and behavior, and would enable standardization. The concept of
abstraction ports provides uniform classification, thus allowing for the search of physical-effect catalogs.
Current research activities still integrate some aspects of abstract physics and physical behavior [64];
these activities were successfully applied for the creation of multiple solution alternatives of hybrid-car
concepts [65]. Current work also concerns network-based analysis of transition graphs; a novel
approach was proposed for analyzing grammar rules by means of combining graph representation
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A main advantage of the application of graph-based design languages is the resulting inherent
consistency of the generated graph because all different domains receive their information from this
data model. Computer software that is able to compile a graph-based design language is the so-called
Design Compiler 43 [76]. This design compiler was developed by IILS GmbH, Trochtelfingen, Germany,
in co-operation with the University of Stuttgart, and it has the unique capability to synthesize detailed
and complex geometry models from UML diagrams. From the design graph, the central data model,
different kinds of models can be generated, such as requirement (e.g., conventional lists or ReqIf
models (ReqIF is an XML file format for the documentation and exchange of requirements), function
(e.g., modelled in the IFM, Section 4.1), simplified-abstract-physics (compare with [77]), and geometry
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519 conventional lists or ReqIf models (ReqIF is an XML file format for the documentation and exchange
520 of requirements), function (e.g., modelled in the IFM, Section 4.1), simplified-abstract-physics
521 (compare with [77]), and geometry models, and a “bill of materials” (BOM). The digital productmodels,
and a “bill of materials” (BOM). The digital product-development process on the basis of
522 development process on the basis of graph-based design languages with UML is sketched in Figure
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On the basis of partial ontologies, responsible engineers are able to program the vocabulary
(expressed in UML classes for product entities such as product components), structure (expressed
in UML class diagrams—the structure of product entities), and rules (expressed as UML activity
diagrams–model transformations) for a whole product family or spectrum. The resulting project
independent-data model is then objected to project-specific requirements and optimization criteria,
and an automated compilation and execution process is carried out. The result of the compilation is
a design graph; all kinds of domain-specific proprietary-data formats can be created from this design
graph. First, scientific attempts to integrate abstract physics into digital product design using design
languages are currently investigated [77]. An existing design language for functional modelling was
extended to include abstract physics; the resulting class diagram is shown in Figure 17 (compare
with [77]).
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4.4. Integration in Frameworks for Cyber–Physical-System Development
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The integration of data, information, and models is the main emphasis of research activities
yet covered;
these are investigated in the subsequent section.
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concerning the development of cyber–physical systems (CPSs). A cyber–physical system can be
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defined as a physical system in which operations are monitored, co-ordinated, controlled, and
may be understood as
mechatronic systems with both horizontal multidomain integration within one organization and
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567
integrated
by a communication
and computation system
[81]; they
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The integration of data, information, and models is the main emphasis of research activities
concerning the development of cyber–physical systems (CPSs). A cyber–physical system can be defined
as a physical system in which operations are monitored, co-ordinated, controlled, and integrated by
a communication and computation system [81]; they may be understood as mechatronic systems with
both horizontal multidomain integration within one organization and vertical integration between
subsystem suppliers and the suppliers of complete systems (compare with [58]). A CPS produces
physical and virtual processes, and their integration in all phases of a system-development process
and consistent system modelling are major challenges (Figure 18); (compare with [58]).
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alone, but in clusters called wind farms [58]. The data gathered by all wind turbines that are elements
of a wind farm are processed by applying wind-turbine supervisory control and data acquisition
(SCADA); this arrangement is shown in Figure 19.
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Large amounts of data are analyzed in a remote engineering center in order to to monitor the
physical behavior and to generate information concerning the condition of all wind turbines of the
wind farm and their components such as gear systems, generators, or converters. Hehenberger et al.
[58] described a prediction system for this kind of CPS that used SCADA data and applied an
adaptive network-based fuzzy inference system (ANFIS). This system can predict a failure of gear
systems (Section 3.5). A model for strategic maintenance scheduling of wind farms was proposed by
Mazidi et al. [87]; this model allows preventive maintenance scheduling for this kind of CPS. These
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Large amounts of data are analyzed in a remote engineering center in order to to monitor the
physical behavior and to generate information concerning the condition of all wind turbines of the wind
farm and their components such as gear systems, generators, or converters. Hehenberger et al. [58]
described a prediction system for this kind of CPS that used SCADA data and applied an adaptive
network-based fuzzy inference system (ANFIS). This system can predict a failure of gear systems
(Section 3.5). A model for strategic maintenance scheduling of wind farms was proposed by
Mazidi et al. [87]; this model allows preventive maintenance scheduling for this kind of CPS. These
authors also provided an extensive literature review concerning the design and maintenance of offshore
wind turbines.
CPSs are more or less only an intermediate step to cloud-based systems, which add the aspect of
global integration and participate in the Internet of Things (IoT) [58]. The interaction of all technical
systems with the system that produces them, and with some superordinate monitoring, planning
control, and diagnosis system, as well as with co-operating systems and subsystems, plays an important
role in the development of a future systems; models of system development need to consider and
depict all these interaction processes because, in the future, nearly all physical processes in technical
systems will be influenced by these interaction processes. The approaches realized in frameworks for
cyber–physical-system development enable horizontal and vertical integration, and can be extended to
a global cloud-based scale. Consequently, holistic modelling of abstract physics needs to include these
aspects that are crucial for the development of future technical systems.
4.5. Summary
Detailed analysis of four consciously chosen integration approaches leads to the insights that
all discussed integration approaches have specific merits, and that holistic integration needs to
incorporate aspects and model integration solutions of all integration approaches. It is also obvious
that models that are to be integrated are rich enough—they contain all important static and dynamic
local and distributed information concerning the abstract and concrete physical behavior—for sensible
integration. The integration approaches are compared in Table 2.
Table 2. Overview of integration approaches.
Integration Approach

Characterization

Specific Merit

Expansion of
integrated-function-modelling
(IFM) framework

Integrates physical phenomena in
multi-view framework for
function representation

Allows linking to concise function
modelling framework

Integration in
computational-design-synthesis
(CDS) framework

Integrates physical phenomena
and behavior descriptions in
design framework for abstract,
early phases of design

Allows linking to large framework
for design automation, even in
early phases

Integration in frameworks based
on graph-based design languages
(GBDL)

Integrates physical phenomena
and behavior descriptions in a
framework spanning the whole
product life cycle

Allows linking to an engineering
framework with the ability to
compile numerous instances of
information including geometry

Integration in frameworks for
cyber–physical system (CPS)
development

Integrates behavior descriptions in
a framework, including locally
and organizationally distributed
processes and cloud solutions

Allows linking to an engineering
framework that includes vertical
integration

The central conclusions of this and the previous section are summarized in the next section, and
recommendations for further research are given.
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations for Further Research
Today, several possibilities to model abstract and concrete physical behavior are available,
and several approaches to integrate these models with themselves and other, more abstract or concrete
models are proposed. However, no common methodology that describes the holistic modelling of
abstract physics is present. Detailed analysis in the two previous sections may explain why this
methodology has not yet been developed. This may be because a multitude of perspectives, functions,
and dependences need to be present in the models of such a methodology, and model-integration
approaches need to be domain- and system-spanning, dynamical, and able to handle multi-perspective
models. Both for the models and their integration, numerous promising approaches, models, modelling
languages, algorithms, and integration schemes are available. Scientific challenges in the next years
are the combination, adaptation, and integration of these elements. The goal is a methodology
that allows the interconnected representation of the level of abstract physics that is as complete
and conclusive as the representation methodology already present on the concrete level. On this
level, a combination of systems and models like computer-aided design (CAD), computer-aided
engineering (CAE), product-data management (PDM), product-life-cycle management (PLM) and
enterprise-resource planning (ERP) already allows an extremely rich, interconnected, and dynamic
representation of technical systems. This paper collected several insights concerning the necessities
and possibilities of future models and systems that can represent abstract physics of technical systems.
Central insights are:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

The phenomenon-oriented perspective was proposed by design science and has its unique merits
but is usually weakly represented in integrated modelling approaches. Initial approaches for the
digital modelling of this perspective were proposed in the last few years; however, it remains
a promising field for further research.
For the behavior perspective, a multitude of modelling possibilities are available, but only some
are integrated in existing engineering frameworks. Additionally, abstract representations of the
behavior perspective are sparse and rarely employed; in this area, further scientific activities
are desirable.
Research concerning the interface-oriented perspective is relatively new; the connection with
other modelling attempts and the integration in engineering frameworks is a field for future
scientific activities.
The logic-oriented perspective is relatively well-researched and frequently applied in engineering
practice for reliability and safety analyses; links to other system-modelling possibilities are usually
still rather weak.
Numerous modelling possibilities concerning the control-oriented perspective were developed
and successfully applied in the last few decades; similar to the logic-oriented perspective, links to
other system-modelling possibilities are usually still rather weak.
Strong links to the requirements concerning a technical system to the functional domain
and structural domain are highly desirable in order to avoid repetitive work, inconsistencies,
and fault possibilities.
Engineering frameworks that connect several views in the functional domain may allow
an expansion towards a more concrete modelling of abstract physics; further research in this area
is desirable.
In research activities in the area of computational design synthesis, several perspectives concerning
the physical behavior of future technical systems are already incorporated.
Engineering frameworks based on graph-based design languages may allow an expansion
towards the more concrete modelling of abstract physics; further scientific activities concerning
this expansion have large potential.
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Ontologies and metamodels play a central role in all modelling endeavors; frequently, their
investigation is not explicitly addressed, but it is mandatory for the development of future holistic
and integrated modelling possibilities in the field of abstract physics.
As most future complex technical systems are cyber–physical or even cloud-based, the vertical
and horizontal integration of information, models, and processes in this field is inevitable; future
research has to address this need.

The modelling perspectives of abstract physics and the integration approaches were explained on
the basis of wind turbines. Wind turbines, and especially wind-turbine farms, are complex, distributed
technical systems that include aspects of mechanics, hydraulics, electrical engineering, electronics,
and software. Requirements concerning reliability and safety are enormous, and the number of
operation hours is extremely large. Consequently, it is admissible to assume that the presented analysis
and conclusions are valuable for other technical systems as well as other energy-generation and
-transformation systems (solar systems, power plants, etc.), but also transportation systems (cars,
trucks, trains, ships, aircrafts, etc.) and production systems.
Obviously, this paper does not give a conclusive answer on how the abstract physical behavior of
technical systems should be modelled in order to enable efficient and effective system-development
processes, and the efficient, effective, safe, and reliable production and operation of these technical
systems. All languages, modelling approaches, and frameworks have their specific merits, but also
their undeniable limitations. This paper gave an overview of existing perspectives and important
aspects and explained integration necessities and approaches. It presented structure and promising
areas for future research. The creation of holistic and integrated modelling approaches might be
the outcome of these research activities. These approaches may lead to more robust and efficient
development processes for technical systems and subsystems for energy generation and transformation,
and other systems.
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